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02 March 2021

Dear Craig,

DC/20/05507- Land Adjacent To Brome Grange Hotel – Highways Statement

I refer to your request for highway advice concerning your proposal for development on this site
principally for the erection of commercial units, accessed off A140 and utilising the existing access of
Brome Grange Hotel. For latest Site Layout Plan, Drawing TAB550-02E, refer Appendix A.

You asked for highway comments on the Suffolk County Council (SCC) highways consultation
response, refer Appendix B. I have undertaken a desk top review and can offer the following
observations.

Policy
NPPF 109: Development should only be prevented or refused on highways grounds if there would be
an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network
would be severe.

Current planning application
The highway authority, in considering a planning application, will aim to assess the development
against NPPF paragraph 108 to 110, including these specific objectives:

i. Road Safety – That it is safe for all users

ii. Sustainability and Accessibility – That it promotes sustainable, high-quality
alternatives to the private car and to achieve developments accessible to all vehicles
and people.

iii. The Impact on Highways and Transportation Infrastructure – With the main
considerations being safety and congestion.

Application DC/20/05507 proposes and outline planning application with access to be considered, all
other matters reserved, for the erection of 4 no. commercial units (B2) and erection of 3 no.
dwellings.
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Review of SCC Highways consultation response
DC/20/05507 SCC highways consultation response dated 5 January 2021, Appendix B, raises
highway safety objections, as can be summarised below:

• Proposed residential access is not acceptable on the junction of the A140 / B1077.
• Not adequately considered the impacts on the highway from the additional traffic generated

by the commercial element of the development, especially during the peak hours. Need for
a Transport statement.

• A plan showing the visibility splays for the existing access showing required visibility splay
X=2.4m and Y=120m.

Following the highways objection to the proposed residential element of the development, an
updated residential access was subsequently submitted with the purpose of overcoming that part of
the highway objection.

The SCC highways response to that, dated 26 January 2021, is reproduced in Appendix C. In
summary, the updated proposed residential access, showing a 'left in and left out' was not
considered suitable for this location in terms of required movements and safety in relation to the
central island. The response reiterated the requirement for submission of a transport statement and
visibility drawings.

Following this confirmation, the residential element has subsequently been removed from the
proposed development. The proposed development now comprises commercial use only, vehicular
access taken from the existing hotel access.

SCC position due to the Covid-19 restrictions is that ‘current traffic conditions are not 'normal' and
surveys undertaken at the moment will provide unrealistic traffic data. Any surveys post 13th March
2020 will not be accepted until further notice.’ Therefore, prior to embarking on the requested
transport statement, SCC was contacted to establish an acceptable scope for the transport
statement. Refer to Appendix D.

As a result, this highway statement will focus principally on addressing consideration of the impacts
on the highway (including peak hours). The approach, as set out and agreed, will be using a desktop
exercise, calculating trips generated by the proposed commercial use and seeing what percentage
increase this will be on A140 flows. Historical A140 records will be used.

Commercial use Impacts
The Department for Transport “Guidance On Transport Assessment” 2007 has been withdrawn and
superseded by guidance contained in National Planning Policy Framework and the Governments
Planning Practice Guidance web site. However, in absence of detailed development thresholds in
planning policy guidance, Suffolk County Council (SCC) as Highway Authority still follow the transport
assessment guidance contained in the withdrawn standard.

Appendix B of the DfT Guidance on Transport Assessment (although withdrawn) provides indicative
thresholds for assessment as follows:

• No assessment is required for less than 2,500m2 B2 (1, 500 m2 B1);

• A Transport Statement is appropriate for between 2,500 and 4,000 m2 B2; and

• A Transport Assessment is required for developments over 4,000 m2 B2.
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The proposed development is small scale, 1,697 m2 (2,050 m2 including mezzanine deck) use Class B2
(General Industrial - Industrial process other than that falling within Class B1). In strict accordance
with the Guidance on Transport Assessment, no assessment is required.
However, SCC has required consideration of trips impacts on A140. Given the current Covid- 19
restrictions and the Appendix D engagement with SCC, a brief highway statement level of report has
been prepared to address the comments made.

In order to consider the impacts on the highway from the additional traffic generated by the
commercial element of the development (especially during the peak hours), the agreed approach is
to calculate trips generated by the proposed commercial use and seeing what percentage increase
this will be on the A140 from historical traffic flow records (recorded at a time prior to Covid-19
restrictions).

The closest DfT census data (site 26697, at Little Stonham, 15 miles south of the site) from July 2019,
12-hour manual count, can be viewed at Appendix E, as summarised in Table 1.

N/B S/B Two-way
AM Peak Hour
0800-0900

621 447 1,068

PM Peak Hour
1700-1800

764 550 1,314

Daily Total 10,277
Table 1: DfT data 2019

Automatic Traffic Count date (ATC) date collected for the 7 day period 19- 25 March 2018, on A140
also at Little Stonham, can be viewed at Appendix F, as summarised in Table 2.

N/B S/B Two-way
AM Peak Hour
0800-0900

725 852 1,577

PM Peak Hour
1700-1800

747 622 1,369

Daily Total 7,303 7,377 14,681
Table 2: ATC data 2018

Assuming a use of B1(c) Light Industry, which correlates to the 02/C class from the TRICS database,
refer to Appendix G for the TRICs datasheet, resulting in the trip rates as set out in Table 3 and the
trip numbers relating to the proposed gross floor areas as set out in Tables 4 and 5.

Arrivals Departures Total
AM Peak Hour
0800-0900

0.480 0.103 0.583

PM Peak Hour
1700-1800

0.046 0.468 0.514

Daily Total 3.001 2.743 5.744
Table 3 – Commercial Trip Rate (per 100 m2)
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Arrivals Departures Total
AM Peak Hour
0800-0900

9 (8.146) 2 (1.748) 11

PM Peak Hour
1700-1800

1 (0.781) 8 (7.942) 9

Daily Total 51 (50.927) 47 (46.549) 98
Table 4 – Proposed Commercial trips (based on 1,697 m2)

Arrivals Departures Total
AM Peak Hour
0800-0900

10 (9.84) 3 (2.11) 13

PM Peak Hour
1700-1800

1 (0.943) 10 (9.594) 11

Daily Total 62 (61.5) 57 (56.23) 119
Table 5 – Proposed Commercial trips (based on 2,050 m2, incl mezzanine deck)

The proposed commercial trips (worst case scenario Table 5) will add 13No. AM peak hour trips,
11No. PM peak hour trips and 119No. daily trips onto A140. This amounts to a 1.16% (assuming
Table 1 daily figures), 0.8% (assuming Table 2 daily figures) increase over the existing A140 daily. This
is less than 5%, would be imperceptible and not result in an unacceptable impact on highway safety,
or a residual cumulative impact on the road network that would be severe.

Access safety

The proposed commercial use will utilise the existing access as viewed in the screen shot below.

Screen shot 1: Existing access (Source: Google street view)

The latest drawing TAB550-02E, as set out in Appendix A now demonstrates the achievement of the
required visibility splays. In fact, a greater visibility is achieved than that required by SCC, achieving
x=4.5 m and Y=120 m, is shown as achieved (refer drawing note 5.). Given the required dimensions
can be met, the proposed vehicular access will safely facilitate the intensification of use the
development would create. This will therefore be acceptable to SCC and meet their safety standards.
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Reviewing the recent injury accident history on A140, there have been no recorded slight personal
injury accident within the vicinity of the site access in the past 5 years, refer to Screen shot 1 below.
The existing use of the access is thus considered safe.

Screen shot 2: Zero injury accident record Hawkes Lane (Source: Crash map)

Parking
This being an outline application (except for access) the full details, including disabled spaces
provision, PTW spaces, EV charging will be Conditioned for reserved matters stage.

SCC parking guidance 2019 sets out a requirement for B1 and B2 use classes as 1 parking space per
30m2, refer Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Extract from Suffolk Guidance for parking 2019

Car parking spaces are shown to be 2.5 x 5.5 m, providing approximately 112 car parking spaces
overall, allowing for 68 for the commercial use.

Secure and lockable covered cycle stores will be provided in three different locations, for the storage
of up to 12 bicycles each and a total of 36 bicycles across the site.
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PROW
The applicant and architect are in direct liaison with SCC PROW team, to address their previous
holding objection. The latest site layout plan corrects the PROW recorded line of the path, extract
below.

Extract: PROW on Drg TAB550-02E

Access to Public Transport
The site access is within 150m of the nearest bus stop at the B1077 junction. This provides access to
services including 112 and 475 to Diss and Eye. Direct pedestrian internal walk route to the B1077
junction is now proposed, refer extract below.

Extract: Cycle/ Pedestrian link on Drg TAB550-02E

Summary
The proposed development now comprises small scale commercial development, the residential use
and access has been removed.

The proposed development is small scale, 1,697 m2 (2,050 m2 including mezzanine deck) use Class
B2. In strict accordance with the Guidance on Transport Assessment, no assessment is required.

This highway statement has been prepared to respond to SCC comments raised, specifically in
relation to impacts on A140.

The impact of the commercial use trips on the A140 flows represents a negligible increase of
between 0.8 – 1.16 % in daily A140 flows. The proposed commercial trips will add 13No. AM peak
hour trips, 11No. PM peak hour trips and 119No. daily trips onto A140.

The proposal drawing now demonstrates that a greater visibility splays can be achieved than that
required by SCC to meet safety standards. This access will therefore be considered safe.
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Appendix A: Proposed site layout



Appendix B: SCC Highway Comments relating to DC/20/05507: 5 Jan 2021



Appendix C: SCC Highway Comments relating to DC/20/05507: 26 Jan 2021



Appendix D: SCC email communication February 2021

From: Sam Harvey <Sam.Harvey@suffolk.gov.uk>
Sent: 01 February 2021 07:48
To: Carol Grimsey <carol@ghbullard.co.uk>
Subject: RE: DC/20/05507 Land Adjacent To Brome Grange Hotel, Norwich Road Brome And Oakley
(001 2021)

Hello Carol

I am doing very well thank you. Hope all is good with you.

Yes, basically, you have covered all the aspects, happy with a desktop exercise and the approach.

Please note, the PROW team response ‘We object to this proposal on the basis that the Applicant
has not been clear about how they are going to accommodate FP1, the line that is shown on the
plans does not appear to be the legally recorded line of the path’. If this can be looked at by the
applicant, then there will be no outstanding issues with regard to highways.

Many thanks

Sam

From: Carol Grimsey <carol@ghbullard.co.uk>
Sent: 30 January 2021 09:48
To: Sam Harvey <Sam.Harvey@suffolk.gov.uk>
Subject: DC/20/05507 Land Adjacent To Brome Grange Hotel, Norwich Road Brome And Oakley (001
2021)

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Don't click any links or open attachments unless you trust the sender

and know the content is safe. Click here for more information or help from Suffolk IT

Greetings to you Sam, I hope you are doing well since we last spoke.

I have been asked to assist with this Outline Planning Application for commercial units next to the
Brome Grange Hotel- to address your highway response, attached.

The design team will likely drop the residential proposals and its access, so I will be focussing on
satisfying you in terms of the commercial use and its access.
I have seen the existing access visibility splay drg and I am satisfied that the existing access meets
appropriate standards- achieving 4.5 x 120m splays, see attached drg which will form part of the
resubmission.

So my involvement will be in producing a transport statement to address impacts, as you required in
your response.
Given the current covid lockdown situation, I propose (subject to your comment) that this will be a
desk top exercise, calculating trips generated by the proposed commercial use and seeing what %
increase this will be on A140 flows. Historical A140 records will be used (with tempro adjustment if
necessary) assuming I can find some local data.



Providing the statement addresses consideration of the impacts on the highway (incl peak hours);
and the updated submission drg demonstrates required safety standards, will you be satisfied with
that level of submitted detail? Reason I ask is in your response you add ‘On receipt of the
required documents, we will be able to respond to this application in full’.

Ideally if you have any other specific requirements for the statement to include/consider, I would
appreciate this information please- so that the statement, when submitted, addresses all your
considerations.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind Regards

Carol Grimsey CEng CIHT

Associate
For and on behalf of

GHBullard & Associates LLP



Appendix E: DfT A140 traffic data 2019



Appendix F: A140 ATC data 2018







Appendix G: TRICS 02/C class from the TRICS database






